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Architectural Intervention - Checkpoint, Hub of Transportation and Cultural Exchange

The building proposal is centered around creating an inter-continental railroad system by connecting existing railroad 
infrastructure. There is a specific DMZ subway line that starts in Seoul and correlates with two different points on the DMZ 
border. This will be a centralized main facility that facilitates dissemination of smaller interventions throughout North and 
South Korea. These interventions are meant to be not a place for habitation, but rather a place for mobilization.

Furthermore, there will be additional smaller interventions along the trail that address three key components of facilitation of 
unification:
 - Academia – Educating North Koreans with current modern technology
 - Economic Trade Routes – Truck Stops, Factories, Production Facilities
 - Tourism – Pinpointing areas where the constraints between North and South Korean are at its most lenient

Politically Neutral Zone, Sovereignty as its own State?

This checkpoint facility will be surrounded as a neutral zone 
between North and South Korea. This potentially “new” coun-
try between North and South Korea would serve as a “Middle 
Korea”, where it can take after the Nordic Model for demo-
cratic socialism as a possible liaison between two radically 
different governmental institutions.

This zone between North and South Korea would be signifi-
cant in that neither side’s political bias can have an effect on 
the meetings within it. This kind of space would facilitate a 
productive conversation between relevant parties that are in-
volved. https://www.munifin.fi/invest-munifin/nordic-model

Andorra

The Feeling of Nostalgia and the 
State of Refugees and Migrants
As a timeless entity, there is an importance of nostalgia as a sense of belonging, where the 
establishment of borders of nation-states make it increasingly difficult for refugees to find that 
sense of belonging. They have trouble adjusting to new locations, while feeling as if they’ve 
deserted what their initial “home” was. 

Current North Korean defectors in South Korea have trouble living this new society due to pre-
conceptions that are generalized against their whole demographic. They are subject to discrim-
ination and stereotyping and felt the need to hide their identity / heritage in the pursuit of a more 
comfortable life within South Korea. Middle-Korea can serve as that refuge for these kinds of 
people. 

Andorra can serve as that precedent where a 
country established its own sovereignty. 
Andorra is a tiny, independent principality 
situated between France and Spain in the 
Pyrenees mountains. It’s known for its ski 
resorts and a tax-haven status that 
encourages duty-free shopping. Capital Andorra 
la Vella has boutiques and jewelers on Meritxell 
Avenue and several shopping centers. The old 
quarter, Barri Antic, houses Romanesque Santa 
Coloma Church, with a circular bell tower.

https://www.google.com/maps


